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Abstract
This paper defines what a Denial of Service including Distributed Denial of Service
attacks are, how they function, as well as news about current hactivist’s using Denial of Service
attacks as their means of attack. A Denial of Service demonstration will be shown and the
effects it has on the victim computer. There will be two phases first a creation of a Virtual
Network and then a denial of service attack on a XP host using Backtrack and Metasploit. Then
the last section will list what should be included in an incident response plan.
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Introduction
Denial of Service attacks are very simple in nature, simple because they take no skill or
previous experience to produce their destructive power. A denial of service basic function is to
prevent people from gaining access to a certain device may it be a file, web, email, or any other
kind of server. This simple attack can very quickly turn into a nightmare for a network
administrator and his/her team. In this paper Denial of Service attacks including Distributed
Denial of Service attacks will be explained: what they are, how they function and current
hactivist’s in the news using DoS attacks as their means of attack. Next a demonstration of a
Denial of Service attack which will be done with two computers, while will be monitored using
Wireshark. This will be done in two phases; phase one is the creation of the basic network: one
Windows XP computer and one Backtrack computer. These will both be implemented using
VMware; Windows XP virtual machine will have Wireshark installed to monitor the Denial of
Service attack. Phase two will use Metasploit on the Backtrack machine to implement a Denial
of Service (DoS) Attack on the XP host. The goal that is going to be achieve with phase one and
two are a setup of a VMware testing environment and then to execute and record the attack that
are mentioned above. This will allowed for a picture to go along with the definition of a Denial
of Service attack. Then the last section will list what should be included in an incident response
plan.
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Denial of Service
A denial-of-service attack can be defined as an attack on a node that prevents a specific
service on that node from doing its normal operation such as a webserver that allows people to
see webpages.[12] This is done by the attacker consuming all resources that the node has
available thus preventing others from gaining access to those resources resulting in a Denial of
Service. Denial of Service attacks are normally associated with computer networks which the
main device to attack is the server. Sometimes it can also be associated with other arenas as
well; such as hard drives denial of service which can be done by a virus written to keep the heads
of the hard drive spinning until they fail thus a denial of service has resulted.[2] The main
focuses of attacks are “high-profile web servers such as banks, credit card payment gateways,
and even root nameservers.” [4][8] They are even going after Secure Socket Layer (SSL) servers
now.[9] It is not always know why Denial of Service attacks are implemented, this could range
from just for fun or someone with a vendetta. Never-the-less, this is a rigorous attack attempted
by one person in a Denial of service or multiple people in a Distributed Denial of Service attack
to prevent a server, services, and website from working properly or at all from a short period of
time to forever. “Denial-of-service attacks are considered violations of the IAB's Internet proper
use policy, and also violate the acceptable use policies of virtually all Internet service providers.
They also commonly constitute violations of the laws of individual nations.” [4]
Types of Attack
The original easy to implement and still used today flooding attacks are crude to say the
least and any novice off the street can implement this type of attack, other attacks include:
Distributed Denial-of-Service, Reflection, and Amplification attacks.[12]
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Flooding Attacks
ICMP Flood
ICMP Flood can be defined as a hacker or attack sending endless amounts of ICMP echo
requests to a host as fast as possible which can be done with a ping -f command. The server
would be so busy sending ICMP echo response packets to the attacker, unfortunately leaving the
server unavailable to any other person’s requests.[12]
UDP Flood
A UDP flood attack is almost the same as an ICMP flood attack by the means of sending
endless amounts of requests until the server has to restart or is shut down. The difference here is
that the UDP flood is directed at any port of the hackers choosing, the hacker will send a packet
to the “diagnostic echo service” which will ether respond with UDP packer or host unreachable.
Either way this will accomplish the beginning of the flood, and then more and more UDP
packets will be sent, ending in a denial of server attack.[12]
TCP SYN Flood
In order for hosts to communicate with one another a background hand shake needs to
take place; this is referred to as a three way hand shake. First the client will send a SYN pack
asking the server or other device if the port is open, if so a random sequence number let’s say P
is assigned. Now that the port is open on the server or other device, this node will respond with a
SYN-ACK packet saying yes the port is open and the port is ready to communicate with you and
then setting the sequence to P+1 and a random number is chosen for the acknowledgement it will
be called L in this example. Once the client receives the acknowledgment it will respond with an
acknowledgement back to the node, now L+1 will be the acknowledgement value and received
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value is set to P+1. Now communication can take place between the server or other device and
the client to keep packets in order the sequence number will continue to go up as well as
acknowledgment numbers will increase to make sure all packets have arrived. In this attack the
attack will send endless amounts of SYN packets towards the server or other device and will not
wait for a response. Once enough packets are being sent the server will only be responding to
the hacker and a denial of server will once again be implemented. This is the type of attack that
will be demonstrated in the demonstration below.[12]
Distributed Denial of Service Attacks
A denial of service attack implemented by one computer is very limited on what it can do
because servers are becoming more and more powerful and can now be joined in to server farms,
which in a nut shell combines the power of two or more servers into one. Trying to Denial of
Service these farms with one computer would be impossible to implement thus the introduction
of Distributed Denial of Service attacks.[10][13] One would think if servers are going to be
combined into one its only natural to come up with way to use more than one computer to
implement a Denial of Service attack. There are two ways to do this attack, the attacker needs to
make up an arsenal of computers called “zombies” which are computers that will do whatever
the attack tells them to do, hence “zombie”. This can be done either by a user choice or
maliciously sending a file to take over the computer, which of course runs in the background and
lag, is only noticed during the attackers attack. Once a sizable amount of computers are turned
into the attackers “zombies” they will be referred to as a “botnet”.[16]
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Reflector and Amplifier Attacks
Reflector Attack
Unlike Distributed Denial of Service attacks that use compromised or “zombie” hosts to
attack a victim, Reflector attacks use spoofed packets in order to do their dirty work on a
network. The user of a functioning network is needed versus compromised machines, the attack
will spoof the victims MAC address and send a request to the server, the server in return sends
packets back to the legitimate host which did not request the packet but is getting the response.
Sending these requests over and over again will result in a Denial of Service attack on the
address that was spoofed by the attacker. [12]
Amplifier Attack
An Amplifier attack is similar in nature to a reflector attack because they use spoofed
MAC addresses as well but instead of sending it to a directly to the victim the packet is sent to
the broadcast address on the network. This will result in not just one computer responding to the
request but everyone on the network could potentially respond to the broadcast , thus in essence
results in a type of distributed denial of service attack on the intended victim. [12]
In The News
Anonymous
Is a world known group of hackers who preach anonymity while causing public
disturbances. The concept of Anonymous was started on an imageboard called 4chan which is a
kind of forum for people to post images and content as they see fit and is renowned for its
anonymous user base. In 2008 the group was becoming well known with its hacktivism activates
which included online protesting and other activities like defacing web sites; in order to endorse
internet freedom meaning access to all information of the world classified or not as well as fight
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for the right to freedom of speech on the internet. “Although not necessarily tied to a single
online entity, many websites are strongly associated with Anonymous. This includes notable
imageboards such as 4chan, Futaba, their associated wikis, Encyclopedia Dramatica, and a
number of forums. After a series of controversial, widely-publicized protests and distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks by Anonymous in 2008, incidents linked to its cadre members
have increased. In consideration of its capabilities, Anonymous has been posited by CNN to be
one of the three major successors to WikiLeaks.”[1] The means of attack Anonymous user’s use
is called LOIC which stands for Low Orbit Ion Cannon. This is an open source network stress
tester that will cause a denial of service attack when used. The group uses the tool on the sites
that they are attempting to denial of service and thus it becomes a distributed denial of service
attack. In resent news they have been asking their followers to join in the attack and even gone
as far as posting videos on how to use the tool so that they can get more people to do the Denial
of Service attack with them in order to produce better results. [6]
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Denial of Servicer Demonstration
The Network Diagram below which depicts the traffic that is sent from the attacking host
to the victim host which is logged as well as responds to the attacker’s attacks and normal traffic.
Windows XP:
Victim Host
and
Detection Host

Linux 1:
Attack Host

Network Diagram
Figure 1 shows the VMware environment with the Windows XP and Backtrack machines.

Figure 1 - This is the WMware environment that has been setup up in order to show a Denial of Service attack from
metasploit which is an exploit database filled with exploits and payloads that can be implemented on one’s network.
Metasploit was designed to help network administrators or Information security personal to find vulnerabilities on their
networks and fix them. This is done in order to prevent intruders from finding these holes and exploiting them, which could
result in damages, unavailable information, or loss of revenue for the company. Unfortunately this is also available to
attackers as well and they will use the framework to exploit vulnerabilities on a network. [7]
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Figures 2a shows metasploit starting up and awaiting a command.

Figure 2a - This is an image of the start of metasploit v3.3.3 framework and awaiting the admin or attackers command.
Metasploit is a database of exploits and payloads; exploits are used to break into a system and once in a payload is
implemented to produce some sort of action on the victim machine, in this example a command prompt. However as you
can see there are over 200 payloads to choose from. Once the command prompt is achieved whatever information the
attacker can get will be taken from the victim.
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Figure 2.b show the command show exploits in metasploit which will result in showing all
the exploits that metasploit has to offer. Along with the exploit ranking:









“If the exploit will never crash the service, then ExcellentRanking
should be used. This is the case for SQL Injection, CMD execution,
RFI, LFI, etc. No typical memory corruption exploits should be
given this ranking unless there are extraordinary circumstances
(WMF Escape()).
If the exploit has a default target AND either auto-detects the
appropriate target or uses an application-specific return address
AFTER a version check, then GreatRanking should be used.
If the exploit has a default target and it is the "common case" for this
type of software (English, Windows XP for a desktop app, 2003 for
server, etc) then GoodRanking should be used.
If the exploit is otherwise reliable, but depends on a specific version
and can't reliably auto-detect (or doesn't autodetect) then
NormalRanking should be used.
If the exploit is generally unreliable or difficult to exploit, then
AverageRanking should be used.
If the exploit is nearly impossible to exploit (or under 50%) for
common platforms, then LowRanking should be used.
If the exploit is so unstable or difficult to exploit and is basically a
DoS, then ManualRanking should be used. This ranking is also used
when the module has no use unless specifically configured by the
user (php_eval).” [5]
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Figure 2b - Using the “show exploits” command will result in the exploits available from Metasploit.
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Figure 2c shows the “use windows/vnc/ultravnc_client” attack which is intended to be a
buffer over flow attack if there were a Kerberos server available, if not a Denial of Service is the
result; the name of this attack is Ultra VNC 1.0.1 Client Buffer Overflow.

Figure 2c - Choosing the “ultavnc_client” vnc exploit, which will result in a Denial-of-service attack on port 4444 of the
victims machine because a Kerberos server is not available, because the exploit is trying over and over again to connect to
this port which prevents other traffic from having access to the port and computer.
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The output in Figure 2g shows the results of the Wireshark capture or the UltraVNC 1.0.1 Client
Buffer Overflow.

Figure 2g - The exploit that the XP machine experienced is shown here in the Wireshark capture of all traffic, which is the
traffic coming and going from the 192.168.11.230 host machine.

Wireshark started out as Ethereal but was change to Wireshark in 2006, it is used as a
packet analyzer and is produced as open source software therefor it is free to everyone. This
packet analyzer is used to troubleshoot problems on a network and to help improve digital
message format and rules for conversation between two nodes on a network. The interface is
produced by GTK which is a widget toolkit which is used to make the Wireshark GUI interface.
Then Wireshark uses pcap which stands for packet capture to capture packets. The library for
windows is called WinPcap and libpcap for Linux. [14] “Wireshark allows the user to put the
network interfaces that support promiscuous mode into that mode, in order to see all traffic
visible on that interface, not just traffic addressed to one of the interface's configured addresses
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and broadcast/multicast traffic.” [15] The attacker is doing a [SYN] attack on krb524 of port
4444 and the victim responds with [RST, ACK] meaning the connection has been closed. With
the attacker sending all these [SYN] packets all the victim can do is close these requests resulting
in Denial of Service for anyone else needing service from this machine. Snort a free intrusion
detection system could have been used to warm the system admin about this attack with this
simple rule: “alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 4444 (msg:“Possible
UltraVNC DoS attack”; sid:4444;)” which just had the alert look for attacks on port 4444
because this attack is used to buffer overflow a Kerberos server on port 4444 and if Kerberos is
not there it will do a Denial of Service attack, this update worked great on detecting this attack.
[11]
Figure 2d shows the use of “set rhost 192.168.220.130” which will result in the victims
computer be set as the host that is going to be attack, called the rhost.
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Figure 2d - the “set rhost 192.168.11.230” will set the XP host with the IP address of 192.168.11.230 as the target.
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Next the payload will be set using “windows/shell_bind_tcp” if the exploit is able to
make a connection on port 4444 this payload tells Metasploit to issue a command shell on the
victim shown in figure 2e.

Figure 2e - Set payload “windows/shell_bind_tcp” if the exploit is able to implement the buffer overflow on port 4444 this
payload tells Metasploit to issue a command shell in the exploited buffer on the victim.
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Once enter is pushed figure 2f shows that that exploit is under way, next if figure 2g the
exploit that the XP machine experienced. Using Wireshark one can see the capture of all traffic
coming and going from the 192.168.11.230 host machine.

Figure 2f - The exploit and payload have been loaded into Metasploit and the attack is under way, the next figure will show
what the exploit is doing to the victim’s computer.
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Incident Response Plan
Information that should be listed in an organizations incident response plan that deals with
Denial of Service attacks should include the following:
1) First communication with the ISP is mandatory; knowing what the ISP can do for you in
case of a denial of service attack that might be implemented on one’s organization could
be a great asset. ISP’s might include traffic filtering or even better limiting traffic after a
certain amount ICMP requests which could include suspending or even blocking the IP
address at fault. Thus having the ISP’s information and key people logged in the
response plan is a good idea as well as clearly established actions that need to be
followed if the ISP’s help is needed.[10] [3]
2) Consideration of using a centralized incident response entity. Once the costs and all
other factors are worked out, if it is cost effective to have a centralized incident response
entity then documented procedures need to be included on who to contact and what needs
to be done. Having this will allow for faster response times as well as great damage
control.[10] [3]
3) Implementation of Intrusion Detection and Prevention systems are a must. Implementing
them is not enough though documentation needs to be kept on rules that have been made,
attacks that have been logged, and so forth. A centralized wiki is recommended for the
security team to have access to; it should include this information and should be easily
accessed. Having this documented in the response plan is recommended because the
team will have quick searchable access to attack information in order to see if rules have
been applied to deal with the current attack and if this attack has been seen before. If so
it will be simple to defeat and if not the procedures used to stop the attack should be
logged.[10] [3]
4) Baselines of the organizations network usage needs to be logged and kept in the wiki, this
can be used to notice abnormal traffic at certain times which could imply a Denial of
Service or other kinds of attack.[10] [3]
5) Web sites that keep statistical information on the latency from ISP to ISP should be kept
in the plan and the wiki. This will allow for responders to check if attacks of the same
nature are happening to other organizations as well, such as worms that cause massive
disruptions worldwide at one specific time.[10] [3]
6) Communication between IT department is key, having meetings and discussions before
an incident with the networking team is very important this will give more access to man
power and people that know the systems better that are being DoSed. Documentation on
how and who to contact on the network admin team is a good idea for the incident
response plan.[10] [3]
7) A computer based wiki is important but having it on paper as well as a backup in case
that system can’t be accessed is an even better idea. Having centralized respond
documentation is always a good idea.[10] [3]
This is only a basic set of rules just covering Denial of Service attacks on a network for the IRP,
many other things need to be considered and added as well.
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Conclusion
To sum up Denial of Service attacks are not something a company wants to fall
victim to they could cost the company time, revenue, and even cause embarrassment. A denial
of service basic function is to prevent a node or someone from gaining access to a certain device.
All the attacks above can be implemented by someone with no much skill and can cause a lot of
damage. The demonstration of a Denial of Service attack was a great way to show how easy a
Denial of Service attack can be implemented. Last what information should be covered in the
incident response plan is very important because if you are not prepared for the worst you will
suffer when the worst happens.
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